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usually thus collected and dellvered every day. No one messenger
went on tue errand of any particular person, but he took on his route
all the letters of all the persons whose letters had been brought to the
llentral office, which on distribution were going to lL particular por-
tion of the city. From 20 to 40 messengers were thus in constant
employment. To constitute regularity it is not essential that the
minute or hour of the departures of the messengers should be always
the same. Provision for a delivery daily, once, twice, or thrice, as
the case may be, over the streets of the city, wherever wanted, is a
provision for a delivery by regular trips and at stated periods; and
as the branch of the defendant's business above described is plainly
not within the exception of the statute, i. e., is not a conveyance of
letters "by special messenger for the particular occasion only," upon
the view of the law entertained by the court, there is no material
question of fact in dispute to submit to the jury, and lL verdict must
be directed for the government. See Retzer v. Wood, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep.
164, U. S. Sup. Ct. Nov. 12, 1883.

DONNELtEY and others v. IVERs and another•.
(CirCUit Oourt, 8. D. New York. March 4, 1882.)

COPYRIGHT-VARIANCE BETWEEN TITLE OF BOOK AS DEPOSITED AND AS PUB.
LISHED-REV. St. § 4956.
A firm deposited in the office of the librarian of congress the title of a book,

in the following words: ,. Over One Thousand Recipes. The Lake-Side
Cook-Book; a Complete Manual of Practical, Economical, Palatable, and
Healthful Cookery. Chicago: Donnelley, Loyd & Co." The title with which
the book was published was, "The Lake-Side Cook-Book, No.1, a. Complete
Manual of Practical, Economical and Pnlatable and Healthful Cookery. ByN.
A. D.,"-followed by the imprint of the place of publication and the name of
the proprietor, and the notice of the copyright on the title-page. Held, that
the variance was not material, and the title published was deposited in compli-
ance with Rev. St. § 4956.

In Equity.
Ja-mes Watson, for plaintiff.
Robertson, Harmon d: Cuppia, for defendants.
BLATCHFORD, J. On the nineteenth-of April, 1878, Donnelley, Loyd

& Co., a copartnership firm, deposited in the office of the librarian
of congress the title of a book, the title or description whereof was in
the following words: "Over One Thousand Recipes. The Lake-
Side Cook-Book; a. Complete Manual of Practical, Economical, Pal-
atable, and Healthful Cookery. Chicago: Donnelley, Loyd & Co,
1878,"-the right whereof they claimed as proprietors in conformity
with the laws of the United States respecting copyrights. Whatever
right and title the firm acquired in the copyright it subsequently as-
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signed to the plaintiff. The firm and the plaintiff, in publishing the
book, which it is claimed the copyright applies to, have always pub-
lished it with the following title-page: "The Lake-Side Cook-Book,
No.1; a Complete Manual of Practical, Economical, and Palatable
and Healthful Cookery. By N. A. D.,"-followed by the imprint of
the place of publication and the name of the proprietor and the no-
tice of copyright on the title-page. The plaintiff moves for an in-
junction, before final hearing, to restrain the infringement of the
copyright. The defendants have printed and published a book, the
body of which is a verbatim copy, as to matter and type, of the plain-
tiff's book, and which has the following title-page: "The Home-
Made Cook-Book; a Complete Manual of Practical, Economical, Pal-
atable, and Healthful Cookery. . New York: M. J. Ivers & Co., 86
Nassau street."
The defendants contend that the copyright is invalid because the

words "Over One Thousand Recipes" are not on the title-page of
the plaintiff's published book, and are in the title deposited, and be.
cause the words "No.1" and "by A. D." are on said title-page
and are not in the title deposited. The provision of section 4952 of
the Revised Statutes is that the exclusive right secured under a
copyright is to be enjoyed "upon complying with the provisions of
this chapter." Section 4953 says that copyrights shall be granted
"in the manner hereinafter directed." There is no,investigation or
decision by any officer, nor is any grant issued.' What is done is to
be done by the party desiring the copyright. Nothing is to be done
by any officer, except that the librarian of congress is to give to the
proprietor a copy, under seal, of the recorded title, when required.
Section 4956 provides as follows: "No person shall be entitled to a
copyright unless he shall, before pnblication, deliver at the office of
the librarian of congress, or deposit in the mail, addressed to the
librarian of congress, at Washington, District of Columbia; a printed
copy of the title of the book • • • for which he desires a copy-
right." Section 4957 provides that "the librarian of congress shall
record the name of Ruch copyright book • • • forthwith, in a
book to be kept for that purpose, in the words following:" The form
states the fact of the deposit of "the title of a book" on a day named,
by a person named, "the title • • • of which is in the following
words, to-wit: (here insert the title • • .,) the right whereof he
claims as proprietor, in conformity with the laws of the United States
respecting copyrights." By section 4964, damages for the violation
of a copyright of a book are made to depend on the fact of the record-
ing of the title of the book, "as provided by this chapter."
It was settled in the case of Wheaton v. Peters, 8 Pet. 691, tbat

there can be no exclusive property in a published work except under
some act of congress; that congress, when about to vest an exclusive
.1:'igbt in an author, has the power to prescribe the conditions on whicr
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such right shall be enjoyed; and that no one can avail himself of
Buch right who does not substantially comply with the provisions of
the law. It has been held to be necessary to show that the title was
deposited before publication ; that this is an absolute requirement;
and that the court cannot disregard the requirement. Ohase v. San-
born, 4 Oliff. 306. In Baker v. Taylor, 2 Hlatchf. C. C. 82, it was
held that, under a title deposited in 1846, a printing, on the page
following the title-page in the book, of a notice that the copyright
had been entered in 1847, was fatal to the plaintiff's right. The
court said: "Even though the failure to publish the statutory no-
tice arose from mistake, this court would have no power to accept
the intention of the party, in place of a performance, any more in
respect to the insertion of that notice on the proper page, than in re-
.spect to the deposit of the title of the book." The same principle
was applied in St?'uve v. Schwedler, 4 Blatchf. C. C. 28. In Parkin-
son v. Laselle, 8 Sawy. 330, it was held, in reference to the deposit
of the title, that under sections 4952 and 4956, a person can have no
copyright until he has performed that condition.
In the present case a certain title was deposited. That title, ver-

batim, is not the title-page of the book afterwards published as the
book to which such title appertained. So, too, a book with a certain
title-page was published,but no verbatim copy of such title-page was
deposited before pUblication. The title deposited and the title-page
of the bookpublished,contain in common the name or designation:
"The Lake-Side Cook-Book; a Complete Manual of Practical, Eco-
nomical, Palatable, and Healthful Cookery." The words "Over One
1'housand Recipes," in the deposited title. are not on the title-page
of the published book; and it is shown that there are in the book
only about 800 recipes. The words "No.1" and "By N. A. D." are
in the title-page of the published book and are not in the deposited
title. What the statute requires to be deposited is "a printed copy of
the title." The language is not "a printed copy of the title-page;"
that is, a printed copy of the page containing the title. Everywhere
in the statute, in reference to the thing deposited, it is "the title."
What is "the title?" Section 4957 provides that as soon as "the
title" is deposited, the librarian of congress shall "record the name
of such copyright book." Therefore, "the title" to be deposited and
recorded is "the name" of the book. The record in the librarian's
book must undoubtedly contain, as the name, the title deposited.
But the question is as to what is a sufficient title or name to be depos-
tied and Tecorded, when it is seen afterwards what is the title-page
of the book published after the deposit.
The theory'lof the copyright statutes is that every book must have

a title on name;or short and convenient by
which it may be identified in the speech of the people; that that title
or name must appear on it, or in it, when published, ona title-page
or its equivalent; and that such title or name must have been, before
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the publication of the book, deposited in the designated office. The
copyright to be protected is the copyright in book. A printed
copy of the title of such book is required to be deposited, before pub-
lication, only as a designation of the book to·be copyrighted. The
title is "a mere appendage, which only identifies, and frequently
does not in any way describe, the literary composition itself, or rep':
resent its character." The title alone is never protflcted separate
from the book which it is used to designate. Jollie v.Jaques, 1
Blatchf. C. C.618, 627; Osgood v. Allen, 1 Holmes, 185, 193. In
determining, therefore, whether this book is protected by a copyright,
the inquiry is whether its title or name was deposited. Its title or
name is to be gathered from the title or name now given to it and
appearing on its title-page. There is nothing connected with its title,
on the title-page, that is not found in the title deposited, except the
words "No.1" and "By N. A. D." Everything else, the real name
and designation of the book, as found on the title-page, is in the title
deposited. The words not found in the title deposited are immate-
rial and no part of title or name. The "By N. A. D." is mere sur-
plusage, and neither helps nor harms the title. The "No. I" appears
to have been put in because the same parties, in 1878, copyrighted and
published a book called "The Lake-Side Cook-Book, No 2." Under
the foregoing views, the title of the book was before publi-
cation. The presence, in the title deposited, of the words "Over One
Thousand Recipes" is immaterial. They are no part of the substan-
tial title. When the title was deposited it mary have been intended
to put into the book over 1,000 recipes. That purpose was after-
wards changed. Yet the book was published. with the same title
substantially. Aside from this, it is sufficient if the title of the pub-
lished book was deposited, without its being necessary that every-
thing in the paper deposited alia title should be reproduced on the
title-page of the book afterwards' published. The requirement to
the deposit of the title having been substantially, in good faith, com-
plied with, (My-e'l'B v. Oallaghan., 5 FED. REP. 726, 731.. 732,) the ob-
jection that the statute as to depositing the title was n()t observed, is
not tenable.
There are defects in the bill flIed which must be amended, and

when that is done the motion for an injunction may be renewed.
The defects referred to were pointed out at the hearing,
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VAN DEUSEN and others v. NELLIS.

Oourt, N. n. New Yqrk. October 29,1881.)

PATENTS FOR INVENTIONs,-RETSSUE No. 8,962.
There is nothing in the first claim in reissue No. 8,962, granted to .John E.

Hetherington, November 11, 1879, for an "improvement in artificial honey-
comb foundations," in view of the inventions already existing which can be
considered patentable.

In Equity.
John Van Santvoord, for plaintIffs.
Horace E. Smith, for defendant.
BLATOHFORD, J. This suit is founded on reissued letters patent

No. 8,962, granted to John E. Hetherington, November 11, 1879,
for an "improvement in artificial honey-comb foundations," the origi-
nal patent having been granted to him, as inventor, October 1,1878.
The following is the specification of the reissue, including what is
inside and what is outside .of brackets, omitting what is in italics:
., Figure 1 [represents] is. a front view. Figure 2 is a transverse [vertical]

section in the plane, x, x. figure 1, on an enlarged scale. Similar letters indi-
cate corresponding parts. Thill invention consists in [a honey-comb'Jounda-
tion produced from a cake of wax having on each side a seriElS of hexagonal
depressions with flat bottoms, said bottoms forming a continuous sheet, from
each side of which rise the ribs which form the borders of the hexagonal
depressions, whereby the cost of such honey-comb foundations is reduced and
the durability of the at-ticle is increased; also,] in the combination with an
artificial honey-comb foundation [produced from wax] of wires Lor other
strandS) which pass through the foundation and prevent it from sagging and
stretclung. and also strengthen it, thereby making it less liable to breakage
while being handled; [further.] 1'ke invention also consists in the combina-
tion with a honey-comb foundation [produced from waxl of one or more sup-
porting wires or strands, extending across the ffoundationl cake at suitable
points to prevent sagging when in the hive ane! breakage fn handling. As
is well known, artificial honey-combfoundations [are produced from] consist
of sheets or cakes of wax, which are pressed between rollers or dies. whereby
the sheets receive a series of hexagonal depressioos, presenting the appearance
of a honey-comb in section. These cakes or foundations are placed in the bee-
hives, and by thif;l arrangement the bees are caused to build their cells regu-
larly. [In all the artificial honey-comb foundations Qf this class known to me,
the bottoms of the hexagonal depressions have been made· in the form of an
inverted pyramid, and, in to produce this shape, a considerable depth of
wax is required, and, furthermore, the operation of forming such foundations
requires great care. My foundation is made of a cake. A, of wax with a series
of hexagonal depressions, a, the bottoms, b. of which are flat, and, in fact,
form a continuous fiat sheet, (see figure 2,) from each side of which rise the
ribs, c, c, forming the sides of the hexagons. In order to give additional
strength to the fiat bottom of each depression, the ribs, c, on one side of the
cake, A. are so placed that they unite in the center of one of the depressions
on the opposite side, and vice versa, as indicated by dotted lines in figure 1 of
the drawings. By this arrangement I am enabled to produce artificial honey-
comb foundations with great economy of wax. since the weight of one of my
fiat-bottomed foundations is less than one-half of that of oneof the old founda-


